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Third Coast Jazz Band 2018 Pricing List  

for Weddings, Private, and Corporate Events 

The Third Coast Jazz Band is able to provide groups of varying sizes and configurations for events of all types. 

Our group ranges from solo performers to a mini big band of 9 musicians with almost any instrumentation 

possible, permitting our clients great flexibility in choosing a band that best fits their needs. As such, we 

generally set our pricing on a “per performer” basis. Our most popular group packages are also listed below. 

However, please feel free to ask us about customizing a band for your event! 

Instruments offered (based on availability): guitar, keyboards, upright/electric bass, drums, saxophones (all), 

flute, trombone, trumpet, clarinet, male vocals, female vocals. 

Popular Group Packages (based on 3 hours) 

Solo Guitar-$300 

Instrumental Trio (guitar, keyboards, saxophones)-$900 

Trio with Vocals (guitar, keyboards, drums with male vocals)-$900 

Trio with Vocals (guitar, keyboards, female/male vocals)-$900 

Quartet with Vocals (keyboards/upright bass, guitar, drums, male or female vocals)-$1,200 

Quintet with Vocals (guitar, keyboards, upright bass, drums, male/female vocals)-$1,500 

Mini Big Band (guitar, keyboards, upright bass, drums, saxophones, trumpet, trombone, female 

vocals, male vocals)-$2,700 

**please note: some additional fees may apply depending on the needs/location of the 

event** 

Pricing by Number of Performers 

Musician Performance 

-0-2 hours-$225/musician/ hour or portion thereof 

-2-3 hours- $300/ musician/ hour or portion thereof 

-3-4 hours- $350/musician/hour or portion thereof 

-4-5 hours- $425/musician/hour or portion thereof 

-Above 5 hours- Please inquire 
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Items Included in Pricing 

-Basic Sound and Lighting (PA System for events up to approximately 300 persons, basic lighting). Please note: 

we do not provide full/enhance lighting for the group (i.e. light trees).  

-Travel up to 50 miles from San Diego 

-Arrangement of up to 2 special request songs (i.e. “first dance” selections) 

-All preparation, consultation, set-up, and tear-down from the event. 

Possible Extra Costs 

-Parking Fee (when costs are not covered by venue or free parking directly associated with venue not 

available) 

-Travel Fee (for events over 50 miles from downtown San Diego)-Average cost $25 per performer 

-Special Requests Arrangement Fee (over 2 songs-$50/song) 

-Beach and remote events carry an additional $50 for group performances due to added wear/tear on 

equipment 

-Insurance (when the venue requires liability insurance for performers, which is usually a $100 cost for a single 

day policy). 

Items of Note: 

-Jazz is just the beginning for our group. In addition to all styles of jazz, we regularly provide traditional ceremony 

selections, Motown, funk, rock, blues, disco, and popular/contemporary music for our clients making us the perfect 

choice for almost any occasion. If you are interested in other music styles, please let us know! We do a little bit of 

everything. Strolling groups and themed events (Great Gatsby, Rat Pack, James Bond, etc.) can also be provided. 

-We are happy to arrange up to 2 of your favorite songs free of charge without any additional fees. If those special 

requests are already included in our massive repertoire, no additional fees will be assessed. 

-We will provide, at client request, a microphone for announcements or speeches free of charge. For wedding 

ceremonies, we are happy to provide (where available) a powered speaker and microphone for the celebrant and 

bride/groom. A cordless microphone can be provided under certain environmental conditions. This can result in huge 

savings and reduction in client need to rent separate equipment. We cannot guarantee availability of a microphone 

when not requested in advance. 

-We will provide basic MC duties free of charge. For events that would like us to provide enhanced or intensive MC 

duties, a reasonable fee will be agreed upon prior to the event.  

-We have no minimum time amount for appearances and no maximum time amount as well. We regularly provide 

performances under a half an hour or over 5 hours when desired.   

-A 5% discount/refund can be offered to clients who provide us with a video testimonial of their satisfaction with our 

services (when arranged in advance of the event).  

-We are very flexible, easy to work with, and are happy to arrange special touches for your event!  


